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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRESORT MAILERS 

JOINT INTERROGATORIES TO USPS WITNESS PATELUNAS 
(ABA&NAPM/USPS-ST44-1-21) 

(July 25,200O) 

Pursuant to Sections 25 and 26 of the Rules of Practice of the Postal Rate Commission, 

the American Bankers Association and the National Association of Presort Mailers hereby 

submit these joint interrogatories and requests for production of documents. If the witness to 

whom an interrogatory is directed is unable to answer the interrogatory or produce the requested 

documents and another person is able to do so, the interrogatory or request should be referred to 

such person. 

If data requested are not available in the exact format or level of detail requested, any data 

available in (1) substantially similar format or level of detail or (2) susceptible to being converted 

to the requested format and detail should be provided. 

Responses to requests for explanations or the derivation of numbers should be 

accompanied by workpapers. The terms “workpapers” shall include all backup material whether 

prepared manually, mechanically or electronically, and without consideration to the type of paper 

used. Such workpapers should, if necessary, be prepared as part of the witness’s responses and 

should “show what the numbers were, what numbers were added to other numbers to achieve a 

final result.” The witness should “prepare sufficient workpapers so that it is possible for a third 



party to understand how he took data from a primary source and developed that data to achieve 

his final results.” Docket No. R83-1, Tr. 10/2795-96. 

ABA&NAPMKJSPS-ST44-1, 

Commission Order 1294 required the Postal Service to produce the impact of the revised base 
year on its case by July 7’, and to present the impact of other cost change factors no later than 
July 21”. What the Service produced on July 7”, however, was only the combined impact of the 
change in base year along with all other cost change factors. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

Please present your testimony and the summary test year data accompanying it 
showing only the impact of your use of the actual FY 1999 CRA cost data. 
Please present LR-I-420, Section 2, pages l-47, revised FCLM worksharing cost 
avoidance calculations showing only the impact of the change in base year on your 
test year numbers. Please present this information in a methodoloemm 
manner to that contained in USPS witness Miller’s direct testimony (USPS-T-24), 
Appendix I, including but not limited to the inclusion of piggyback factors, not 
simply “direct costs only”. 
Please confirm that in all mail processing cost pool estimates in LR-415, Folder 
SPTY99MP.XLS revised cost pool estimates, you have omitted piggyback costs 
associated with direct labor costs in mail processing that were provided in your 
original filing in LR-I-8 1. If you can not confirm, explain why not. 
Please provide the revised test year unit mail processing costs by individual cost pool 
on a methodoloeicalltidentical manner to your original tiling in LR-I-81, including 
but not limited to the inclusion of piggyback costs as defined in the original tiling. 
Please provide the information in two files: (1) revised numbers due to the revision of 
the BY to BY99 alone; (2) revised numbers due to the change in base year and all 
other cost change factors you have incorporated. Provide this information for each 
subclass & for each of the 11 other classifications used in LR-I-81, for example, F-C 
presort automated letters, F-C single piece metered letters, Standard A Regular letters, 
automated, etc. 

ABA&NAPMNSPS-ST44-2. 

a. 

b. 

Relative to your original tiling on extra ounce costs for First Class single piece letters, 
please confirm that your revised tiling for the third ounce shows an increase in test 
year unit costs of over twelve cents. If you cannot confirm, explain why not. 
Between January and July of this year, please explain in detail what factors would 
cause the true cost of a First Class single piece letter weighing between 2 and 3 
ounces to increase by over 12 cents. 



ABA&NAPM/USPS-ST44-3. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Please confirm that in your revised filing in LR420, Folder PT7.XLS, the “total unit 
cost” over all weight ranges for First Class single piece letters has fallen by over one 
W since your original filing in LR-I-91 revised, Section 1, page 1, from 20.5 cents 
to 19.1 cents. If you can not confirm, explain why not. 
Please confirm that in your revised tiling in LR420, Folder PT7XLS, the “total unit 
cost” for the first ounce of First Class single piece letters has fallen &gst one cent 
since your original filing in LR-I-91 revised, Section 1, page 1, I?om 20.4 cents to 
19.6 cents. If you can not confirm, explain why not. 
In light of your answers to a. and b. above, do you intend to pass these cost reductions 
through in a revised and lower rate for First Class single piece letter mail by one cent 
relative to your initial filing? If not, why not? 

ABA&NAPWUSPS-ST44-4. 

a. 

b. 

Please confirm that in your revised filings, you have presented updated data for extra 
ounce costs of First Class single piece mail, but have not presented any updates for 
extra ounce costs for First Class presort mail. If you can not confirm, explain why 
not. 
Please explain why you have not provided this updated data for presort. 

ABA&NAPMiUSPS-ST44-5. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Please confirm that the TY mail processing cost by cost pools for FCLM single piece 
letters in your original tiling in LR-I-81 totaled 12.3 cents, and in your revised tiling 
in LR-415 totals 7.56 cents, or 4.74 cents lower. [Note: Including piggybacks, the 
revision is 2.7 cents lower.] If you can not confirm, explain why not. 
Is it your position that there has been a 4.74 cent (or 2.7 cent including piggybacks) 
cut since your original tiling, in what you estimate it will cost to process a single 
piece letter in TY2001? 
Please confirm that in your revised filing of test year unit mail processing costs by 
cost pool unit mail processing costs for the bar code sorter operation have fallen from 
2.1 cents in LR-I-81 for First Class single piece mail to 1.14 cents in LR-415, Folder 
SPTY99MP.XLS, or a drop of 46% before reconciliation to a consistent 
methodological basis. If you can not confirm, explain why not. 

ABA&NAPM-ST44-6. 

a. Please confirm that your 2.29 cent revised test year unit mail processing cost number 
(LR-I-415, Folder SPTY99MP.XLS) for First Class presort automated letters (an 
aggregate consisting of the rate categories for basic automation, 3 digit presorted 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

prebarcoded and 5 digit presorted prebarcoded) is 1.6 cents lower than your original 
BY 1998 number of 3.79 cents from LR-I-81. If you can not confirm, explain why 
not. 
Please confirm that your 2.94 cent (3.23 cents including piggybacks) revised test year 
unit mail processing cost number (LR-I-415, Folder SPTY99MP.XLS and LR-I-420, 
Folder PL.XLS Part 1) for First Class non-carrier route presort letters (an aggregate 
consisting of the three above rate categories plus non-automation presort) is 1.54 
cents lower (1.25 cents including piggybacks) than your original BY 1998 number of 
4.48 cents from LR-I-8 1. If you can not confirm, explain why not. 
Please confirm that your test year unit delivery costs for First Class presort automated 
letters (each of the three above rate categories) and non-automation presort has not 
changed between witness Daniel’s errata to the original tiling and your revised figures 
in Section 2 of LR-I-420, “First - Class Letters Summary.” If you can not confirm, 
explain why not. 
Please state the change, if any in unit transportation costs for First Class presort 
automated letters between the original and revised filings. 

ABA&NAPMKJSPS-ST-44-7. 

Has there been any change from your original tiling in the RCR Decision Analysis Report (LR- 
I-164) accept rates for RCR technology used in your test year forecasts, namely 69%? If so, 
please provide the revised number and all the documentation for the revised number on which it 
is based. 

ABA&NAPMKJSPS-ST44-8. 

Please confirm there have been no changes in DPS percentages for First Class letters as between 
your original and revised filings. If you can not confirm, explain why not. 

ABA&NAPMKJSPS-ST-44-9. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Please explain with all documentation the additional $102.5 million you assume in 
test year savings under the caption “improve manual letter productivity” in exhibit 
USPS-ST-44Z. 
Please explain the basis of your two cost reduction plug assumptions in the above 
exhibit, $102.5 million for single piece letters versus $5 1.4 million for automated 
letters, which has the net effect of giving the appearance of reduced cost avoidance 
for workshared letters. 
For each category in Exhibit USPS-ST-44Z, please break down the updated cost 
reduction by the following categories: (a) First Class single piece letters; (b) First 
Class metered letters; (c) First Class automation presort letters. 
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ABA&NAPMUSPS-ST-44-10. 

a. 

b. 

In your revised tiling in Exhibit USPS-ST-44Z, how much of your (i) “breakthrough 
productivity” initiatives, and (ii) other cost reduction factors by source, are allocated 
to: (a) First Class single piece letters; (b) metered letters and (c) presort letters in cost 
segment 3. I? 
In your final adjustments in Exhibit USPS-ST-44W (“D Report”), please crosswalk 
the cost reductions by subclass to Exhibit USPS-ST-44Z. If there is not a full 
reconciliation, please explain the sources of the other cost reductions in the former 
exhibit. 

AE%A&NAPMlUSPS-ST44-11. 

a. 

b. 

Please confirm that test year volumes for First Class single piece letters and presort 
letters have not changed as between the original filing and revised tiling. If you can 
not confirm, explain why not. 
Please confirm that the test year volumes for First Class basic automation letters, 3 
digit prebarcoded and 5 digit prebarcoded letters have not changed between the 
original filing and the revised filing. If you can not confirm, explain why not. 

AE%A&NAPM/USPS-ST-12. 

Please confirm that LR-I-420, Section 2, page 1, indicates that the cost avoidance for anon- 
automation presort letter is a negative 2.1 cents (-2.093). Isn’t this counterintuitive? 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-ST44-13, 

Please refer to the attachment, which compares witness Patelunas’ rollforward with mix 
adjustment figures to the test year in ST-44, before final adjustment plugs, to USPS witness 
Kashani’s corresponding file as revised. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Please confirm that the & effect over all cost segments of the USPS revised tiling as 
shown in the attachment is to add $311,863,000 to costs to First Class letters and IQ 
mfrorn Standard A Commercial mail (-$309,275,000). If you can not confirm, 
explain why not. 
Please confirm that in the Postal Service’s revised tiling, there has been little if any 
shift in the volume of Standard A Regular commercial mail. If you can not confirm, 
explain why not. 
Please explain each and every soume for the $238,753,000 reduction in mail 
processing costs contained in the revised filing for Standard A Regular commercial 
mail as shown in the attachment. 
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d. Please explain each and every source for the $462,176,000 reduction in total unit 
costs contained in the revised filing for Standard A Regular commercial mail as 
shown in the attachment. 

e. Please confirm that one reason for the shifting of costs from Standard A Regular 
commercial mail in your revised tiling is to obtain a higher cost coverage for that 
subclass under your original rate recommendations. If you can not confirm, explain 
why not. 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-ST-44-14. 

Please refer to worksheet “Total (3)” in the Excel tile LR420pl.xls. The title of the worksheet is 
“ Test year based on ‘Fiscal Year 1999- USPS Version, no piggyback costs.” Whereas, the print 
out of this worksheet has the title “MAIL PROCESSING UNIT COST WITH PIGGYBACK 
COSTS FOR ALL SHAPES.” Please state which title is the correct one. 

ABA&NAPM-ST-44-15. 

Please refer to worksheet “Letters (3)” in the Excel file LR42Opl.xls. The title of the worksheet 
is “ Test year based on ‘Fiscal Year 1999- USPS Version, no piggyback Volume-Variable Mail 
Processing Costs, Letters.” Whereas, the print out of this worksheet has the title “MAIL 
PROCESSING UNIT COST WITH PIGGYBACK COSTS FOR LETTERS.” Please state 
which title is the correct one. 

ABA&NAPM-ST-44-16 

Please refer to worksheet “Letters (3)” in the Excel file, LR42Opl.xls. The title of the worksheet 
is “ Test year based on ‘Fiscal Year 1999- USPS Version, no piggyback Volume-Variable Mail 
Processing Costs, Letters.” Whereas, the print out (the right header) states “BY Letters (3).” 
Please state whether the unit costs are for the test year or for the base year. 

ABA&NAPM-ST-44-17. 

Please refer to worksheets “Summary (2), ” “ATTACHMENT 17,” “ATTl7P2,” PAGEI-1,” and 
“PAGE1-2” in Excel tile LR42Opl.xls. Please state what “#REF!” stands for in these 
worksheets. 



ABA&NAPM-ST-44-18. 

Please refer to worksheets “Summary (2),” “ATTACHMENT 17,” “ATT17P2,” PAGE1 -1,” and 
“PAGE1-2” in Excel tile SPTY99np.xls in LR-I-415. Please state what “#REF!” stands for in 
these worksheets. 

ABA&NAPM-ST-44-19. 

Please refer to worksheet “Letters (3)” in Excel tile SPTY99np.xls in LR-I-415 and worksheet 
“Letters (3)” in Excel file LR42Opl.xls in LR-I-420. 

a. Please confirm that these two worksheets have exactly the same unit costs. If you can not 
confirm, explain why not. 

b. If confirmed, please state how could the right hand side title for one be “BY Letters (3)” 
and the other be “TY Letters (3).” 

c. If confirmed, please state why the center title for one is “Mail Processing Unit Costs With 
Piggyback Costs for Letters” while the other center title is “Mail Processing Unit Labor 
Costs With Piggyback Costs for Letters” (emphasis in bold added). 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-ST-44-20. 

In answering the questions below for a one ounce letter, please refer to your revised extra ounce 
cost data for First Class single piece letters by one ounce increment (LR-I-420, Folder pt7.xls) 
and the corresponding worksheet from witness Daniel’s original (revised 3/l/00) worksheet in 
LR-I-91, Section 1, page 1. 

a. Please confirm that the unit costs for one ounce letters by cost category have changed 
between your original tiling and your 7/21/00 tiling by the percentages and amounts noted 
below. 

All mp (3.1) tally 
Window service (3.2) tally 
Delivery in-office (6.1) tally 
Delivery in-office (6.2) 6.1 
Del. Route (7.1) piece 
Del. Access (7.2) piece 
Ele. Load (7.3) shape&wt 
Del. Support (7.4) sum6&7 
Vehicle service (8) cube 
Delivery rural (10) shape&pc 
Air/water trans. (14 weight 
Hwy/rail trans. (14) cube 

-27.81% -3.27 cents 
-30.11 -0.48 
-15.33 -0.35 
-24.12 -0.14 
-11.62 -0.00 
-13.75 -0.03 
-15.40 -0.11 
-18.68 -0.13 
-22.38 -0.01 
-19.09 -0.13 
+16.98 +0.05 
+ 5.49 +0.01 
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Total cost segment changes -24.10% -4.59 cents 

b. Please explain the source(s) of each and every cost segment change by the following 
categories, with weights if more than one soume applies in a cost segment: 

Change to 99BY 
Breakthrough productivity 
Other cost reduction factor (be specific) 
Cost methodology change (be specific) 
Cost shit? to “other weight” 
Other (be specific) 

ABA&NAPMiUSP-ST-44-21 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Comparing LR-I-420, Folder pt7.xls, SP letters (corn) and LR-I-91 (revised), Section 
1, page 1, please confirm that the row labeled “other weight” for a one ounce letter 
has changed from $228,973,000 in the 3/l/00 filing to $1,498,233,000 in the revised 
7/21/00 tiling, an increase of $1,269,260,000. 
There is an asterisk after the label “other weight” in the 7/21/00 tiling, implying a 
footnote, but nowhere in folder pt7.xls, does there appear to be such a footnote of 
explanation. Please clarify the asterisk and provide the missing footnote if that is the 
purpose of the asterisk. 
If that is not the purpose of the asterisk, please explain in detail all the sources of the 
change in costs labeled “other weight” for a one ounce letter as noted in a. If this 
includes any change in the Postal Service’s costing methodology, please explain what 
these changes are and why they were made at this late date in R2000-1. 

Respectfully submitted, 

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRESORT MAILERS 

Henry A. Hart, Esq. Byz: 
Reed Smith Shaw & McClay LLP Assoc. General Counsel 
1301 K Street N.W. American Bankers Association 
Suite 1100 - East Tower 1120 Connecticut Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20005 Washington, DC 20036 
Ph: 202-414-9225 Ph: 202-663-5035 
Fax: 202-414-9299 Fax: 202-828-4548 
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Counsel for 
National Association 
of Presort Mailers 

Counsel for 
American Banker Association 

Date: July 25, 2000 
Washington, D.C. 

-TIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this date served the instant document on all participants of 

record in this proceeding in accordance with Section 12 of the Rules of Practice. 

July 25,200O 
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